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INCLUDING TITLES FROM OUR IMPRINTS AND DIVISIONS 

 

 

 

A Note from the Publisher… 

We’re proud to feature a stellar line-up of titles this year spanning a number of genres.  

On the thriller front we have The Unrepentant by E.A. Aymar, Hipster Death Rattle by 
Richie Narvaez, and No Salvation by Jeffery Hess. Mysteries and police procedurals in-
clude Swann’s Down by Charles Salzberg, Charlie-316 by Frank Zafiro and Colin Conway, 
and Silent Remains by Jerry Kennealy. We also have a number of crime anthologies: Mur-
der-a-Go-Go’s edited by Holly West, Down to the River edited by Tim O’Mara, and Grease-
paint & 45s edited by Ryan Sayles. And so much more! 

In the following pages, we invite you to take a look at what is coming from the Down & 
Out Books publishing family during Spring and Summer this year. 

—Eric Campbell, Publisher 

To set up an interview with our authors, or to request a review copy of any book, please contact Lance 
Wright at lance@downandoutbooks.com. Prices are in U.S. Dollars and may vary by country or market. 
Books available to order from Ingram, Baker & Taylor, and other major distributors. More information 
specific to booksellers and librarians is provided on our website: 

DownAndOutBooks.com 
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THE UNREPENTANT 
E.A. Aymar 

Down & Out Books 
March 4, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $17.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-948235-58-7 
eBook: $7.99 

Eighteen-year old Charlotte Reyes ran away from an abusive 
home only to end up tricked, kidnapped, and taken across 
the country by criminals. Charlotte manages to escape with 
the help of a reluctant former soldier named Mace Peter-
son, but she can’t seem to shake the gang.  
 
With nowhere to run and nowhere to hide, Charlotte real-
izes she only has one option.  
 
She has to fight. 

IT’S NOT MY CULT! 
A.X. Kalinchuk 

Shotgun Honey 
March 8, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $11.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-948235-71-6 
eBook: $4.99 

Anthony Dosek, after unwittingly creating a flying saucer 
cult he would rather forget about, goes to live with his 
cousin and his wife. Anthony’s ruthless second-in-command 
would rather Anthony not forget his followers, and in trying 
to create a founder-martyr that will increase cult donations, 
this wannabe Iago dispatches a cynical former veteran and 
his naive sidekick to make that martyrdom happen.  
 
In the meantime, to make amends, Anthony tries to recon-
nect with the mother of his child that he fathered while 
leading the cult. 

HIPSTER DEATH RATTLE 
Richie Narvaez 

Down & Out Books 
March 11, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $17.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-948235-63-1 
eBook: $7.99 

There’s a hipster-hating, machete-wielding killer on the 
loose in the trendiest neighborhood in New York.  
 
While police Detectives Petrosino and Hadid hound local 
gangbangers, slacker reporter Tony Moran and his ex 
Magaly Fernandez get caught up in a missing person’s 
case—one that might just get them hacked to death. 

MONKEY JUSTICE 
Stories by Patricia Abbott 

Down & Out Books 
March 18, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $16.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-948235-65-5 
eBook: $6.99 
 
Reissue 

These stories explore the dark side of human behavior and 
are more about victims than perpetrators of crime: a father 
oversteps his proscribed duties, a young woman awakens 
something dormant in an older man, a young man saves his 
family but loses himself, a boy is a stranger in his newly con-
figured house, a man misunderstands the marital situation 
he is drawn into, a squatter pleads for our pity but in the 
end betrays it, two old men compete for attention in a nurs-
ing home. The characters in Monkey Justice inhabit the 
harsh landscape of modern America. You can find them on 
any city block, on any deserted country road. 
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SILENT REMAINS 
Jerry Kennealy 

Down & Out Books 
March 18, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $17.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-948235-66-2 
eBook: $7.99 

When SFPD Homicide Inspector Nick Jarnac investigates the  
murder of a 19 year old girl, missing for forty years, her skel-
eton found in the mud of a construction site, near the re-
mains of two dozen Miwok Indians who have been in the 
ground for two centuries, he becomes involved in a bizarre, 
complex plot that involves a Macau based Mafia chief, sev-
eral crooked state and local politicians, a cross-dressing 
Mongolian hit man, a 77 year old private eye and his burned 
out ex-SFPD partner, who is hoping to make one last big 
haul before leaving the department. 

SOME DEGREE OF MURDER 
Frank Zafiro and Colin Conway 

Down & Out Books 
March 18, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $17.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-948235-76-1 
eBook: $7.99 
 
Reissue 

A young woman has been murdered in River City.  
 
A police detective and the girl’s father race along parallel—
and sometimes overlapping—paths, each using his own 
tools of the trade, to find the killer before it is too late. 

DARKEST THOUGHTS 
A Craig McIntyre Thriller 
Gordon Brown 

Down & Out Books 
March 25, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $16.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-64396-013-5 
eBook: $6.99 
 
Reissue 

Craig McIntyre, ex-military turned bodyguard, has a power-
ful, uncontrollable affliction: his mere presence transforms 
people’s darkest thoughts into action.  
 
When a black op agency kills McIntyre’s wife, his darkest 
thoughts turn to revenge. Vowing to kill the agency’s leader, 
a ruthless senator, McIntyre has to act fast as the agency 
have orders to hunt him down and bring him back: dead or 
alive. 

ROSE CITY 
A Teller County Novel 
Michael Pool 

Down & Out Books 
March 25, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $17.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-948235-67-9 
eBook: $7.99 

Prodigal son Cole Quick returns to his hometown of Teller, 
Texas for his father’s funeral to find his criminal past waiting 
for him.  
 
To get back out alive he’ll have to solve an old friend’s mur-
der, resist powerful forces conspiring to pillage his birth-
right, and crack open the debutante town’s sterile shell to 
reveal forces of racism, classism, and corruption operating 
just beneath the surface. 
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MURDER-A-GO-GO’S 
Holly West, editor 

Down & Out Books 
March 25, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $18.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-948235-62-4 
eBook: $7.99 

The Go-Go’s made music on their own terms and in the pro-
cess, gave voice to a generation. Their songs are an indelible 
part of our collective soundtrack, speaking to the power and 
possibility of youth.  
 
With a foreword by Jane Wiedlin and stories by twenty-five 
kick-ass authors, Murder-a-Go-Go’s is an all-star crime fic-
tion anthology inspired by one of the most iconic bands of 
the eighties. 

THE HURT BUSINESS 
Stories by Mike Miner 

All Due Respect 
March 29, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $11.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-948235-75-4 
eBook: $4.99 

In The Hurt Business, Mike Miner's subject is pain.  
 
The moments captured in these stories are like car crashes, 
quick and violent and life changing.  
 
Fasten your seatbelts, readers, you're in for a bumpy ride. 
 

MIRROR, MIRROR 
Les Edgerton 

Down & Out Books 
April 8, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $10.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-948235-77-8 
eBook: $4.99 
 
Reissue 

Elizabeth Mary Downing is a typical American teenager...al-
most. When she peers into a mirror, she sees someone else 
staring back—an image identical to herself in every detail 
save one: the mirror image has blue eyes. Elizabeth’s eyes 
are brown!  
 
She is told by her mirror counterpart, “Liz,” that she can en-
ter any mirror she wants through “trans-starence” and 
when curiosity prevails over fear and she enters the mirror, 
trading places with Liz, the horror begins as Liz wreaks 
havoc with what was a normal life. 

LOAD 
Preston Lang 

Shotgun Honey 
April 12, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $13.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-948235-04-4 
eBook: $5.99 

Ana Luz is a wily vet, getting by working at a laundromat, 
when her mysterious boyfriend Cyril convinces her to rip off 
a drug-dealer and move the product out west.  
 
The result is a high-speed chase from the tenements of up-
per Manhattan to the flat heart of America, as the couple 
tries to make one simple drug deal and come out alive. 
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DANCING BEAR 
Gary Waid 

Down & Out Books 
April 15, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $18.95 
ISBN: 978-1-948235-64-8 
eBook: $7.99 

Some have called Gary Waid’s unconventional Dancing Bear 
a self-incriminating, self-flagellant, self-abusive paean to 
the underbelly of American moral decadence. But if you’d 
like to read mostly-true stories about marijuana smuggling 
or federal prison, or even running from the law, this is the 
book for you.  
 
Not since Portnoy’s Complaint has there been such a sad-
sack confession. And Waid won’t let you stop laughing until 
the last page.  

DOWN TO THE RIVER 
Tim O’Mara, editor 

Down & Out Books 
April 22, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $15.95 
ISBN: 978-1-948235-78-5 
eBook: $5.99 

Down to the River is a collection of twenty crimes stories 
that take place on or near American rivers from some of the 
strongest voices in crime fiction writing today. As these sto-
ries show, rivers are not only sources of life; they can also 
be scenes of murder and revenge.  
 
Edited by Tim O’Mara with an introduction by Hank Phillippi 
Ryan and stories by Reed Farrel Coleman, Bruce DeSilva, Pa-
tricia Smith, and more. 

DRAGO DESCENDING 
Greg F. Gifune 

Down & Out Books 
April 22, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $14.95 
978-1-948235-79-2 
eBook: $4.99 
 
Reissue 

Private Investigator David Drago, a former policeman and 
Gulf War veteran struggling with his combat experiences, 
hired to find his missing former girlfriend, descends into a 
labyrinth of violence, sexual intrigue, evil and madness as 
he desperately searches for the horrifying truth behind her 
disappearance. 

COUNTDOWN 
Matt Phillips 

All Due Respect 
April 26, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $15.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-948235-84-6 
eBook: $5.99 

Welcome to California. Weed is legal. Grow it. Sell it. But the 
money you make off it—there's the rub.  
 
LaDon and Jessie—two hustlers who make selling primo 
weed a regular gig—hire a private security detail to move 
their money. Ex-soldiers Glanson and Echo target the 
cash—they start a ripoff business.  
 
It’s the wild, wild west. Except this time, everybody’s high. 
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THE ORNERY GENE 
Warren Embree 

Down & Out Books 
April 29, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $17.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-64396-012-8 
eBook: $7.99 

When itinerant ranch hand Buck Ellison took a job with Sa-
rah Watkins at her ranch in the Sandhills of Nebraska, he 
thought he had found the place where he could park his 
pickup, leave the past behind, and never move again.  
 
On a rainy July night, a dead man found at the south end of 
Sarah’s ranch forces him to become a reluctant detective, 
delving into the business of cattle breeding for rodeos and 
digging up events from his past that are linked to the cir-
cumstances surrounding the murder of Sam Danielson. 

MONTECITO HEIGHTS 
A Jim Grant Thriller 
Colin Campbell 

Down & Out Books 
April 29, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $17.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-948235-88-4 
eBook: $6.99 

Saving a senator’s daughter from LA’s porn industry is one 
gig that needs serious discretion. But discretion is not Jim 
Grant’s specialty. It’s not long before Grant finds himself on 
live television busting an armed robbery, spreading his arms 
wide to show he’s unarmed—the same pose that earned 
him the nickname “Resurrection Man” in Boston. 
 
The spotlight may be good for Grant’s profile, but it’s bad 
for his health. In the city of angels corruption runs deep, loy-
alty is fragile, and justice is hard to find. 

Sisters in Crime Los Angeles 
Presents FATALLY HAUNTED 
 
Down & Out Books 
April 29, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $15.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-948235-80-8 
eBook: $6.99 

Haunted. This word lurks within our deepest emotions. It’s 
a fear we can’t let go of, or that won’t let go of us. It’s a 
place we dream of going, or a place we can never leave. An 
LAPD detective is haunted by the case she never solved. A 
Century City financial advisor is haunted by the greed he 
cannot escape. A bridge is haunted by ghosts of despair.  
 
In a city of 10 million people, the haunted could be the man 
waiting to cross the street, or the memory that keeps you 
awake at night. 

DEEP WHITE COVER 
Joel W. Barrows 

Down & Out Books 
May 6, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $17.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-948235-81-5 
eBook: $7.99 
 
Reissue 

Extremist anti-immigrant groups and white-supremacist 
hate-mongers have begun to combine resources, and ideo-
logies. These new hybrids of hate pose a rising threat, not 
only to the country’s immigrants, but also to national secu-
rity.  
 
One such group is The Nation. The organization’s reach ex-
ceeds anything that Special Agent David Ward could have 
possibly imagined, something he will learn only when it 
seems too late to stop the revolution they seek. 
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GREASEPAINT & 45S 
Ryan Sayles, editor 

Down & Out Books 
May 6, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $16.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-948235-85-3 
eBook: $6.99 

A clown-themed short story collection from multiple award-
winning authors.  
 
Gritty crime, horror both natural and supernatural, tales of 
woe and humor, this collection encompasses a wide range 
of voices and subject matter. 

THE FURIOUS WAY 
Aaron Philip Clark 

Shotgun Honey 
May 10, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $11.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-64396-003-6 
eBook: $4.99 

Lucy Ramos is out for revenge—she needs to kill a Los An-
geles Assistant District Attorney.  
 
Lucy enlists the help of retired hit-man, Tito Garza, but Lucy 
soon learns that Tito Garza’s murderous urges can’t be con-
trolled.  
 
If Lucy isn’t careful, innocent people may die and one may 
be the man she loves.  

WEAR YOUR HOME LIKE A 
SCAR 
Stories by Nik Korpon 

Down & Out Books 
May 13, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $15.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-948235-82-2 
eBook: $5.99 
 
Reissue 

From the streets of Baltimore to the comunas of Medellín, 
the Mexican Sierras to Texas border towns, Wear Your 
Home Like a Scar shows that no matter how deep you cut, 
you'll never truly leave your home behind. 

WALKIN’ AFTER MIDNIGHT 
Stories by Joe Ricker 

Down & Out Books 
May 20, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $14.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-948235-83-9 
eBook: $4.99 
 
Reissue 

Sometimes, the truth can only be found in the dark. 
 
Joe Ricker writes with a voice reminiscent of Jim Thompson 
and Raymond Carver. This collection of stories is set in the 
darkest corners of New England, where the damaged Amer-
ican underbelly emerges. 
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SWANN’S DOWN 
A Henry Swann Mystery 
Charles Salzberg 

Down & Out Books 
May 20, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $17.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-64396-011-1 
eBook: $7.99 

Henry Swann is back in the saddle again, as he works on two 
particularly challenging cases.  
 
His partner, Goldblatt, hires him to find Madame Sofia, a 
fortune-teller who's bilked Goldblatt's ex-wife out of thou-
sands of dollars.  
 
At the same time, he's hired by former employer, lawyer 
Paul Rudder, to find a missing witness who can exonerate 
his client, a notorious hitman, who's on trial for a murder he 
might not have committed. 

NO SALVATION 
Jeffery Hess 

Down & Out Books 
May 27, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $18.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-948235-86-0 
eBook: $7.99 

Inspired by actual events, No Salvation is a dark novel set 
aboard an aircraft carrier in the South China Sea during the 
late days of the Vietnam War.  
 
Amid rampant drug use and various forms of sabotage, the 
biggest challenge to the ship’s performance and the crew’s 
safety is the racial tension boiling below the flight deck.  
 
One man aboard is the only one who can save them, but at 
what cost? 

SEVEN WAYS TO GET RID OF 
HARRY 
Jen Conley 

Down & Out Books 
June 3, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $15.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-948235-93-8 
eBook: $5.99 

Danny Zelko, 13 going on 14, needs to get rid of his mom’s 
boyfriend, Harry. The guy is a creep. Drinks too much, locks 
Danny out of the house, gets in Danny’s face and calls him 
Danielle.  
 
So when Danny’s sister, Lisa, reveals that Harry and their 
mom are getting married, Danny, never the one to cower, 
decides to do something. That’s right, one way or another, 
he will get rid of Harry. 

HOW KIRSTY GETS HER KICKS 
Jennifer Lee Thomson 

Shotgun Honey 
June 7, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $15.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-64396-005-0 
eBook: $5.99 

A tale of skullduggery set on the mean streets of Glasgow… 
 
One-legged barmaid Kirsty is in a shit-load of trouble after 
she kills one of gangster Jimmy McPhee’s goons with a sti-
letto heel to the head and goes on the run with a safe load 
of stolen cash, a hot gun and choirboy barman Jamie. 
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CHARLIE-316 
Colin Conway and Frank Zafiro 

Down & Out Books 
June 10, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $18.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-948235-68-6 
eBook: $7.99 

A criminal/political thriller surrounding the investigation of 
an officer-involved shooting.  
 
Surviving an ambush by killing the suspected shooter 
doesn’t guarantee Officer Tyler Garrett safety, especially 
when the suspect was shot in the back and his gun has dis-
appeared.  
 
Will the department and city hall close ranks and protect 
Garrett? Or will they step back and allow him to twist in the 
wind? 

ADOBE FLATS 
A Jim Grant Thriller 
Colin Campbell 

Down & Out Books 
June 24, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $17.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-948235-89-1 
eBook: $6.99 
 
Reissue 

On a personal journey to return an heirloom to the father 
of his former colleague and lover, Jim Grant isn’t sure what 
to expect in the dusty flatlands of Texas. He isn’t expecting 
trouble from the local cowboys, but trouble is what he gets.  
 
With instincts honed from years as a covert operator, Grant 
is a small town’s last hope against an army of good old boys 
and a violent kingpin who has everything to lose. And if he 
manages to keep his boots above ground he may just be 
able to lay to rest the memory of a soldier who died too 
soon. 

DIE BEHIND THE WHEEL 
Brian Thornton, editor 

Down & Out Books 
June 24, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $15.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-64396-016-6 
eBook via OverDrive 

What’s the end result of a crazy scheme to match some of 
music history’s most evocative and memorable songs with 
twelve of today’s most entertaining writers? You’re looking 
at it.  
 
Covering every game in the Grammy-winning catalog of 
Donald Fagen and Walter Becker—collectively celebrated 
as Steely Dan—these compulsively readable stories will 
stagger the mind of ramblers, wild gamblers, and—of 
course—the winners in the world. 
 
Like a Sunday in T.J., it’s cheap, but it’s not free. 

FURTHEST REACHES 
A Craig McIntyre Thriller 
Gordon Brown 

Down & Out Books 
June 24, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $16.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-64396-014-2 
eBook via OverDrive 
 
Reissue 

Craig McIntyre, ex-military turned bodyguard, has a power-
ful, uncontrollable affliction: his mere presence transforms 
people’s darkest thoughts into action.  
 
When the US Strategic Petroleum Reserve is destroyed 
McIntyre is recruited to kill those responsible only to dis-
cover that, to save his own life, he must tread well beyond 
the furthest reaches of his moral code and kidnap the future 
president of America. 
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DARK DUET 
Two Noir Novellas 
Eric Beetner 

Down & Out Books 
July 8, 2019 

Trade Paperback: $15.95 
ISBN-13: 978-1-64396-025-8 
eBook: $5.99 

Two short novellas in the pulp fiction tradition of noir-shad-
owed tales of crime and innocence lost. 
 
In White Hot Pistol Jacy needs to get out of town and away 
from her stepfather, Brian. The only one she can turn to is her 
estranged brother, Nash. But getting away won’t be easy. 
 
In Blood on Their Hands Garret and his friends get more 
than they bargained for with a teenage prank gone wrong. 
Now killers are after them and the one man who could help 
them can never know. 

 


